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Curve Control 
Skill Set 

 

1. These numbers represent the shape of a windsail mast.  Plot the points and 
sketch the shape of the mast: 

 
x (centimeters) y (centimeters) x (centimeters) y (centimeters) 

0 0 220 9 
20 1 240 9.5 
40 1.5 260 10 
60 2 280 9.5 
80 2.5 300 8.5 
100 3 320 7.5 
120 4 340 6 
140 5 360 4 
160 6 380 2 
180 7 400 0 
200 8 

 

 
 
2. The mast you just sketched has its highest curvature about two-thirds of 

the way toward the top.  Create a set of numbers for a mast that has its 
highest curvature even closer to the top of the mast. Keep the curve as 
smooth as you can. 

 
x (centimeters) y (centimeters)  x (centimeters) y (centimeters) 

0  220  
20  240  
40  260  
60  280  
80  300  
100  320  
120  340  
140  360  
160  380  
180  400  
200  
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3. Create a set of numbers for a mast that has its highest curvature right in the 

middle of the mast.  Remember to keep the curve smooth. 
 

x (centimeters) y (centimeters)  x (centimeters) y (centimeters) 
0  220  

20  240  
40  260  
60  280  
80  300  
100  320  
120  340  
140  360  
160  380  
180  400  
200  

 

 
 
 


